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Traditional Youth Network vs. Large Chunk
of Concrete: a hotbed of debate
Bismo Falcor | Founding Overlord

Recently, there has been a lot of
debate on campus regarding the
treatment of white people.
While the overwhelming majority of the approximately 40,000
students on campus disagree that
white people are being oppressed,
around 15 don’t. Flipside decided
to stage a debate between the two
sides.
To represent the “holy crap we
need to save the white people from
all of the people who aren’t white”
opinion, we have invited former
KKK leader Dükington Davis. To
represent the other point of view,
we have invited a large chunk of
concrete.
Traditional Youth Network:
THE WHITE RACE IS IN
DANGER!
Look no further than the unstoppable tide of Taco Bell. With

6,500 locations, Taco Bell has covered the nation in a smallpox-like
blanket of maracas, sombreros and
laziness.
As far as we know, they are one
step closer to diabolically infecting
us true Americans with their Black
(Bean) Death. A recent study even
showed that by 2045, tacos will
outnumber white people by a ratio
of 3:1. This is serious.
Large Chunk of Concrete: I am a
glorified rock.

Traditional Youth Network: It
is an absolute travesty that blacks,
Jews, gays, lesbians, bisexuals, pansexuals, transsexuals, sequin-sexuals and even Puerto Ricans are
allowed to use the same urinals we
white people use! That’s just unsanitary! As a white person, I have
a right to keep my piss separate
from their piss!

Large Chunk of Concrete: .....
Traditional Youth Network:
THE JEWS CONTROL THE
MEDIA. You’d have to be blind
to miss it! Anyone and everyone who has airtime on the news
is Jewish! Jon Stewart, Rachel
Maddow, Anderson Cooper, Bill
O’Reilly, Al Roker, even Fareed
Zakaria! It’s bad enough they have
their Jew Caves in the northwest
corner of the Mojave Desert where
they make deals with each other
to harvest the organs of Christian
white babies, but now they control
the news media! thIS MaDnESS
MUsT EnD.
Large Chunk of Concrete: I stand
by my previous statements. Also,
I’m a goddamn rock.

Flipside declares Large
Chunk of Concrete Winner!!!!

Black Jesus to Trad
Youth: Please Stop
Bobby Knight
fails to break into
stadium, lead
Hoosiers to victory
over Wichita State
Scientists baffled
by sudden college
student migration
to southern Florida
For more March
Madness and Trad
Youth coverage, visit
HoosierFlipside.com

One Woman. One Mission. Twelve Different Flavors
Constance T. Nopel
Managing Overlord

I spotted her pigtails from
across the parking lot. Wide, blue
eyes with hair ribbons to match.
She was clever, this one. A drug
dealer of the sweetest kind, openly
peddling her overpriced goods to
the withdrawn addicts. Her neatly stacked boxes in her red wagon
guarded by a mere stuffed animal
flaunted the easy access to euphoria—that is, if you could pay the
price. I cautiously approached her,
noting each badge expertly sewn to
her green sash:
A Social Butterfly badge. A
DIY Jewelry badge. An Ice Dream
Party badge.

Clearly, this girl was highly
trained.
I neared close enough for her to
skip in my direction. I looked over
her stash: Samoas, Tagalongs, Thin
Mints: the motherload. She smiled
prettily up at me.
“My name is Susie, and this is
Mr. Bear-ee. Would you like to buy
a box of Girl Scout cookies?”
That was all the proof I needed.
Whipping out a pair of handcuffs,
I pinned little Susie to the asphalt.
Perhaps you think it strange
that I restrained a child against the
ground. Perhaps you find it even
stranger that I immediately after
handcuffed Mr. Bear-ee in an even
smaller pair of handcuffs. But I

doubt you have any surprise at how
the masses of passerby pilfered her
drug-like merchandise as soon as
Susie was incapacitated.
You see, little Susie was not a
normal girl. Little Susie was a Girl
Scout. I had been tracking little
Susie for weeks, after hearing
large reports of mothers cheating
on their diets, coworkers mildly annoyed by fathers bringing
order sheets into work, and desperate college students pestering
anyone with a little sister.
You may think these girls are
normal. But none —none— of
these girls are normal. And I will
devote my life to bringing down
this cookie cartel—no matter what

- - - - - - quote of the week - - - - - “I’m not stupid, I’m just really smart about being irresponsible.”
-- Saharsh A.
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the troop
mothers
have to say
about it.
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Last week, Vladimir Putin
disappeared for a long period of
time. He’s returned, but nobody
knows where he went. Where do
you think he was?

gulag making love
17% Inside
to brown bear
his garage tuning his
26% In
‘69 Dodge Charger
8% Some cave in Stanistan

12% Prepping for appearance
on WrestleMania

37% Winning at WrestleMania

infographic
For more, visit HoosierFlipside.com

Interviews with People
Born in the Wrong Time
“I was born in the
wrong century!”

“I was born in the
wrong century!”

-- Woman with ample curves, pasty skin
and a hatred of manual labor. Dreams of
taking the 16th century by storm

-- Mother who refuses to vaccinate
her child because even bubonic plague
victims were safe from autism

“I was born in the wrong century!”
-- 30-year old bearded white man fantasizing of a time
where his racism could be freely expressed without
harsh modern judgment

“I was born in the wrong century! No, seriously. I shouldn’t be
here. My time machine malfunctioned. The ENTIRE FUTURE is
at stake! I NEED TO GO BACK!!!”
-- Confused homeless man

Next Week’s Poll:
How do you feel about
shameless plugs?
I eat them for breakfast
They’re annoying
I hate them. They’re a waste of time
I try to space out until it’s over
PLEASE LIKE HOOSIER FLIPSIDE ON
FACEBOOK/FOLLOW HOOSIER
FLIPSIDE ON TWITTER
Cut out this poll, roll it into a paper ball, and use it to plug
your butt. Shamelessly.
You win this poll.

